Auction of Large Murals
Sheffield Mural Park
Monday 11th March 2019 @ noon
Lot 1
'Wonderful and Wild'
When a child's imagination runs wild and
free the world holds no boundaries for
whatever might be.

Mural @ Cnr West Nook Rd & Main St

Lot 2
"When I Grow Up"
We loved our dogs like brothers. Our
rocket bikes flew us far. Our worlds of
magic wonder. Were never reached by
car. We filled our life with living. Wild
grins, scabbed knees, and noise. Now
mirrors show us older men. But this ones
for the boys.
Mural @ Cnr West Nook Rd & Main St

Lot 3
Just Waiting For You
"Come and see life through the eyes
of a child ... climb aboard, there is a
place for you."

Mural in Mural Park on Visitor Centre Wall

Lot 4
Never Forget

Mural in Mural Park behind Mural 1

Innocence always gives way to
Experience. Adult viewers are reminded
to never forget their own child’s
perspective on life and the world. From
the eyes of a child, the possibilities
appear boundless, restrained only by
imagination. The painting encourages
viewers to remember the joy of
innocence found in youth.

Lot 5
Lollipop Land

Mural in Mural Park behind Mural 2

Simplicity – of colour movement – energy –
fluidity – imagination – craziness... play –
illusion – fantasy – confectionary – Ia la
land – lollipops – sugar coated wonderland
– the idea of three D – unhindered human
vision – the colour spectrum – rainbows –
prisms – fractals... the sublime the
picturesque – the beautiful – pop = - fun –
laughter – happiness... pattern – what
would a child see in this landscape?

Lot 6
Imagine
In the safety of the bedroom the
young child’s imagination wanders
…. images that are real and things
that are imagined blur together to
make an amazing world!!

Mural in Mural Park behind Mural 3

Lot 7
Selfie
What ever I do. Where ever I may
be. it all must be recorded for my
friends to see. Now the whole
world is in digital form. Through
the eyes of a child this is now the
norm.
Mural in Mural Park behind Mural 8
Lot 8
Childs Horizon

Mural in Mural Park on Sheffield Arts Centre Wall

What it would be to see through a
child’s horizon? A question which
answer we can find in how our kids
express their visions and
impressions, most often in their
drawings. In our project, we depicted
a little boy, looking at the horizon. He
is holding a bucket with toys, a
symbol of play. In his range of view,
he sees life in different forms.

